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Abstract

Local governments are seeking effective ways to promote sustainable commuting for reducing energy consumption and improving commuters’ experience. They often use so-called “Workplace Travel Plans” as policy interventions to engage work organizations as active players, promoting sustainable commuting amongst their employees. However, it remains difficult to systematically engage work organizations and commuters in such efforts for a number of reasons, ranging from preferences to constraints that they have to deal with. We aim at providing commuters, work organizations, and public administrators with tools that facilitate this engagement. In this paper, we discuss the requirements for the design of technology supporting corresponding services for commuters and work organizations and we shortly illustrate the infrastructure that we are developing to provide such services.
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1. Introduction

Transportation is a key domain for promoting sustainability in the EU and in the US as it accounts for about one third of their energy consumption, but changing the transportation habits of large populations of citizens is a hard challenge. Local governments and companies have developed various interventions to support sustainable mobility, but the results are sparse, and the majority of them do not reach the critical mass necessary to have sufficient impact as described in [15].

One typical, and promising, intervention is the deployment of so-called “Workplace Travel Plans” (WTP). A WTP typically consists of a set of policies and incentives to reduce Single Occupancy Vehicle (SOV) usage and promote greener commuting choices instead. A WTP may, for instance, include targeted subsidies for busses, trains, or car sharing. WTPs are used by local governments to engage work organizations as active players promoting sustainable commuting amongst their employees. While WTPs have been successfully used to an extent in some countries, it still remains difficult for local governments to systematically and actively engage work organizations and commuters in such efforts. This aspect is particularly important as it has been seen that WTPs tend to work best in organizations that are kept engaged until they progress from a reactive to a proactive role, i.e. organizations that can map the benefits of WTPs to their own objectives [15]. These objectives include showing corporate social responsibility, becoming an “employer of choice” and reducing real estate costs. To achieve this long term engagement, singular or sporadic interventions are not enough, as these organizational benefits are of a special kind and they can be appreciated only in the long term by the organization and/or at specific moments in the life of a company.

Our approach is therefore to work on the foundational requirement to support commuting stakeholders, that is, commuters, work organizations, and public administrators, in an on-going program of measures towards sustainable commuting. These measures should have low adoption costs and increasingly intercept with the company business goals and appropriation of the tools. More specifically, we are working on the design of technology interventions (tools and services) to promote sustainable commuting habits among commuters and within their work organizations to help commuters change current transportation habits reducing SOV usage.

In this paper we revise first existing literature and our own observations on the topic of personal mobility, commuting and incentives to move to more sustainable transportation means. We then present existing technology
interventions, and propose a novel architecture to expand on those in line with our user observations.

2. Understanding commuting to support change

2.1 Commuter attitudes toward mobility

Behaviour change models ([4], [10], [13]) recognize that behaviour is dependent on a combination of capability, opportunity and motivation, and also that an individual’s behaviour is not only dependent on the individual itself but also on the context, and in particular the existing infrastructure and the social environment. To change behaviour requires first to understand the behaviour and its determinants, and then to design an appropriate intervention addressing the key sources of the behaviour, considering the intervention’s practicability, acceptability, and affordability.

Technology designers should be fully aware of what existing studies about transportation and especially car transportation and commuting (the largest portion of car traffic) have observed, namely the advantages, costs and benefits of SOV usage compared to other transportation means, and how these figure or not when making mobility choices ([6], [7], [8], [9], [12]).

In the following we present a summary of our understanding of the domain that we are addressing.

Benefits and costs of SOV in comparison to other means

In general there is an overwhelming preference for my car. Indeed it offers great flexibility – adaptable to changes in time schedule (a sudden late meeting), route (need to pick up something/one unexpectedly), and carrying capacity (extra load or passengers). If the routes are relatively clear, delays are rare, parking is available and cheap (or free at home and work), the commute is relatively short, costs are negligible, then benefits (convenience, privacy, comfort, pleasure, status, and flexibility) or perceived benefits (ideas of freedom and the possibility) massively favour driving.

Costs and benefits often figure in the choices of people to use other means of transport instead of the car and they are comparative, i.e. the cost-benefits of one form of transport can be off-set against another option. People will have ways of prioritizing certain costs and benefits over others, but this prioritization may change according to the particulars of unfolding circumstances, i.e. I may take my bike to work today even though I have a lot to carry (and would normally take the car) just because it is really important to me to get the fresh air and exercise from cycling.

Obvious costs/benefit dimensions are: (1) Financial – buying a car, maintaining it, paying the insurance, and price of fuel. Tolls and parking can also be added. (2) Time – if the car does not offer a time saving compared to other forms of transport it loses its appeal, particularly if the time costs come in sitting in traffic, looking for parking (and walking from parking to destination). Financial and time are the obvious dimensions, but other dimensions exist too, e.g. fitness, travel enjoyment, independence, flexibility, environmental impact, etc. [3].

Informal Calculus

Despite the many dimensions that affect and characterize trips, people essentially move around by habit. People have routines based on their needs, preferences and constraints. For many, the decision on which mode of transport they will adopt for their commuting is not necessarily made on a daily basis. For example if they are quite restricted in transport options (no public transport available or conversely not owning a car), they work out their favorite commuting option once in the beginning. Then, many of these commuters will by habit, always take a certain bus, walk or drive a certain route. For others, there might be the need and/or the wish to re-organize their transport more frequently, e.g. if their routine is often disrupted and they have to frequently figure out alternative solutions or because they want to improve particular aspects such as increasing physical activity in certain periods of their life.

In any case, as a general rule people seek economy of effort in their decision making, choosing the most obvious, simplest ‘solution’. People will engage in planning, communicating and monitoring to the extent that they have to. As already stated, the car offers flexibility to deal with changing and unfolding constraints. The interesting cases are those who have and take different transport options, and how their decisions are made in relation to constraints and an unfolding situation. It is likely that these people need to organize their transport choice around life requirements and constraints more, i.e. they are not so immediately flexible, they may well have back up plans and they may well defer certain things until a triggering life event happens [3]. In summary, the interesting thing about those who take different modes of transport is that their decisions must turn on something (even if it is just an ‘I felt like that today’).

Probing the thinking (or lack of thinking) behind transport choices is useful and our research is planning to unveil more details beyond those already published in [16]. However, we would like to close this section with the observation that this emphasis on the cost/benefit dimensions has to be handled with care by designers. As computer scientists there is a tendency towards us seeing this as a resource allocation and scheduling, and information provision problem, particularly as this seems to apply well to the person who would really like to take the sustainable choice, but has a complicated life (and therefore complicated commuting requirements).

2.2 Adding local administration and the work organizations attitudes

As mentioned in the introduction, Workplace Travel Plans (WTPs) have been implemented with different levels of
success. On the base of what we described in the previous section, we believe that they can be more successful if they intercept the favorable moments where mobility changes can happen while intersecting also with the business needs of the work organizations [15]. Little literature is available on the topic and we have complemented it with our own still under way. A first step has been a small study [16] where we interviewed 11 people from the three stakeholders for sustainable commuting (public administrators, organizational personnel, and commuters) about their motivations and behaviours with respect to commuting and WTPs. In particular we have been interested in understanding what makes them more or less successful. The analysis of our interviews pointed to four problems that undercut the potential of WTPs in promoting sustainable commuting and complement the observations already presented about the mobility “informal calculus”.

The first problem pertains to the **poor synergy** amongst the three stakeholders who formulate, put in place, and follow their own “silied” initiatives thus reducing their global impact. There is a need to support better communication and coordination between the stakeholders and their initiatives by supporting tailored, traceable, and continuous interactions among them.

A second problem is that WTPs’ **benefits, costs, and impact** are difficult to estimate in advance for the three stakeholders, and this can prevent particular work organizations’ engagement since it can be hard for them to understand the benefits before allocating resources. Technology has then to support the systematic tracking of WTPs benefits, costs, and impact.

The third problem is that each work organization and commuter has a **unique profile** and current WTPs are not easily adaptable to these profiles. A corresponding requirement is to support multi-level profiling (of work organizations and commuters) and low-cost tailoring of WTPs to fit the individual actor’s resources, needs, and motivational factors.

Last but not least, WTPs are often perceived as a short term effort and punctual intervention, while organizations and individuals are not always equally open for change - and behaviour change is inherently rather a long-term process. In response, technology should support travel planning as a **program of continuous behaviour-change interventions** with a long-term perspective. Technology support should help to intercept favorable moments when individual organizations or commuters are more receptive. Also, since a WTP takes years to run, the interventions should be scheduled and monitored to capture their long-term impact.

We found these four barriers also resonating with the complexity of supporting change that we have learnt from literature ([10], [13]). On this basis, we are designing technology addressing these problems by providing services to promote new sustainable commuting practices.

### 3. Requirements for technology

3.1 Existing systems

The topic of facilitating the move to more sustainable mobility habits has started to be addressed by a variety of technology enabled projects. Some projects, like the IRMA system [11], do not explicitly aim to motivate more sustainable mobility, but indirectly do so by providing a rich integration of dynamic mobility data to support multimodal trip planning “balancing efficiency of time, energy/pollution and cost”. They incorporate other dimensions than time like the comparative cost of walking or biking.

Other efforts have focused on providing explicit individualized feedback to support change, e.g. MutakaHupi “targets behavior change through personalized challenges that are tailored according to individual behavior and constructed through automated sensing of user behavior” [5]. TripZoom has further extended this notion by introducing a social dimension: “Tripzoom is integrated with social networks like Facebook and Twitter to make traveling a social experience and to let your family, friends, colleagues or buddies help or challenge you in making the smart choice” [2]. This social support is provided by 1) comparing your personal mobility profile with that of your friends and 2) allowing sharing of best practices and “challenging” friends to do the same.

Finally, Trip Advisor for Reducing CO2-consumption in the Peacox project [14] also aims at providing efficient, environmentally friendly, and multi-modal route planning through personalized feedback and social motivation, as it provides: “personal recommendations based on [...] travel patterns; precise feedback about [...] ecological travel impact; [...] challenges and rewards to share [...] green achievements with others”.

We believe that these projects provide essential and enabling layers of functionality to address the requirements described earlier:

- integrate a large set of data and services to adapt the mobility support and advice to fine-grained personal mobility needs along a variety of dimensions beyond just time: multimodality, cost, real-time information, amount of physical effort;
- track individual behaviours to learn about user habits;
- introduce personal and dynamic feedback about mobility impact;
- introduce a social dimension to motivate change by comparison, competition and by achievement of goals.

3.2 Sustainable commuting infrastructure

On the basis of our understanding of the problem, we believe, however, that this functionality needs further refinement. In particular, one important aspect that we are considering in the design of the technology is that there is not one solution that fits all situations [1] and that is equally useful and helpful at all times in the life of individuals and work organizations. For example, as mentioned in the
previous section, commuters may change needs, constraints, and preferences in the organization of their commuting journeys when they become parents or when they relocate to a new address. More precisely, the support to move towards more sustainable commuting has to be adaptive to their constraints and motivational levers. To support the interception of these moments is particularly important as the process of transportation choice, as mentioned, often happens by habit and comfort, and those moments provide a unique opportunity space for change, as reported also in [3]: the family situation, health, and wealth, if the employee has children or not, if they have moved recently, etc. Related to this latter, various levers can individually play a motivational role: direct sensitivity to environmental issues, but also indirect ones like costs and degree of physical activity.

In other words, it should be considered that employees’ commuting behaviour is impacted by private and work factors and constraints and it is not only a question of motivation. On the other side, the work organization and the social work context, if effectively supported, can provide enablers and additional motivation to put in place changes that would be more difficult if not supported, both practically and culturally.

More specifically, what we mean with assistance to commuters is the provision of support for them to make informed decisions (in the best case upon detection of favourable moments through HR information), on their choices by providing them with:

- an explicit accounting of the various “costs” of their mobility habits;
- an explicit simulation of what the “benefits” of alternative means could be, taking into account the specific personal, social and organizational context;
- a set of services to organize their mobility differently, enacting the alternatives provided by the simulation, e.g. car sharing with colleagues, fitness monitoring and mentoring;
- a set of incentive mechanisms provided through and by the work organization in a contextualized and personalized way.

Figure 1 shows a high level functional architecture of the infrastructure that we are developing for the provision of sustainable commuting oriented services considering these features, also in order to make experiments and learn in real settings.

Figure 1. High level vision and functional architecture of the Sustainable Commuting Assistant.
The first capability of the infrastructure is the capture of the profiles, the commuting history and the current situation, preferences and constraints of the commuters and the work organisation. This will allow the system to analyse mobility patterns and styles correlating them with the company profile based on the analysis of geography, available transportation infrastructure, and work context.

The system will, in turn, provide support to commuters and work organisations to analyse their mobility patterns and styles, organise their journeys when needed (short, mid or long term), and identify opportunities for change by providing incentives mechanisms (motivational plan) and work organisation based services. In other words, the system captures past and present in terms of mobility patterns and conditions for commuters and work organisations, and help figure out what the future could be for them and how to support change.

We have already identified some of the possible services to be provided: car sharing among users belonging to the work community, to help reducing SOV; trip planning, to provide commuters with the right piece of information at the right moment concerning their mobility options; personal training, to improve wellness change and increase physical activity as appropriate; and environment footprint awareness, to provide commuters with information on the impact of their mobility behaviour.

Two additional very important dimensions that we are also considering in the design of the infrastructure, and its services and tools, are ease of use and privacy, which, as we have learned also from previous experience in designing systems in support of behaviour change [17], are even more important in this context than what they usually are. Ease of use is central because change has to break existing habits while very pragmatic priorities exist (getting to work on time and dealing with private life contingencies in our case), i.e. the use of the system to promote change must not constitute an additional “cost”. Privacy is also central, as the system needs to collect rich behaviour data about personal movements, and sometimes has to make them visible to exploit them socially (e.g. to support car-sharing functionality to and from work). The infrastructure, tools and services that we are building will integrate these two dimensions by design.

Conclusions

We are working on the design and construction of an infrastructure providing services for supporting more sustainable commuting based on a set of requirements that we have identified and collected through an analysis of existing related work in the domains of work journey planning, motivational mechanisms and tools, complemented by a preliminary field study. In particular, we are building a commuting assistant for commuters and work organisations. In this paper we have illustrated our analysis in order to understand commuting for supporting change and the technology requirements that we have collected thus far for the system. Moreover we have shortly introduced the high level functional architecture of the infrastructure for the commuting assistant to facilitate sustainable workplace travelling.
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